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SUMMARY

Eight thin magnesium fins, seven with the leading edges swept back
1P and one with the leading edge swept back 45°, have been tested in
the preflight high-temperature jet of the Langley Pilotless Aircraft
Research Station at Wallops Island, Va. This investigation was made to
determine the effectiveness of various protective coverings de~igned to
alleviate aerodynamic-heating effects and intended for application on
the first stages of rocket-propelled multistage hypersonic mcdels.
Temperatureswere measured at various locations throughout the fins.

Results of these tests, which were conducted at a &ch nuuiberof
2.0 for various stagnation temperatures up to 3,600° R, indicated that
wrapping Inconel around the fin leading edges protected the adjacent
magnesium structure to the melting temperature of the Inconel covering.
When the fin was subjected to less severe heat inputs for a longer time,
the exposed magnesium surfaces behind the Inconel covered leading edge
became vulnerable to i@tion and burning. Inserting a piece of
Fiberglas between the Inconel cover and the magnesium appeared to
decrease materially the smount of heat transferred from the Inconel to
the magnesium. Also, it was determined that increasing the protective
covering at the ,leadingedge and extending protection over the exposed
magnesium surfaces made the basic magnesium fin as much as four times
as durable at stagnation temperatures as high as 3,400° R. Effective
air gaps between the layers of material were calculated by using simple
heat-balance rehtions.
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Problems associatedwith flight at-supersonic and hypersonic speeds
are being investigated by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division
with multiple-stage rocket-propelledmcdels. Conventional fins are being
used to stabilize various model-booster combinations in the supersonic
speed rtige”-where‘&erodynamicheating is often severe. As discussed in
reference 1, the aerodynamic heating is often so severe that UnPrOtec_kd

Wym3im fins can be damaged enough to cause rnodel-instabilitythat

results in destruction of the model before completion of the flight test.

Since the basic magnesium fins were light, easy to fabricate, and
efficient, it was decided to attempt to extend their usefulness under
severe heating conditions. Consequently, am investigationwas begun to ‘
determine the effectiveness of a number of protective-coveringmethods.
Results of tests made to determine the relative effectiveness at high
stagnation temperatures of several protective-coveringrnethcdsapplied
to the fin leading-edge region are reported in reference 1. These tests
were conducted by exposing uninstrumented models to a Mach number 2.0
airstream with an adjustable stagnation temperature.

Additional tests under similar conditions have been made with a
series of eight instrumented models to determine the effectiveness of
more elaborate protective coverings applied to the leading-edge region
and protective coverings applied to the sides of the fins. Some effects
of sweepback and leading-edge diameter on aerodynamic heating were also
investigated. —

!I!hemodels were instrumented with thermocouples so~that temperatures
through successive layers of material and along the fin surfaces could
be measured.

These tests were conducted at stream stagnation temperatures as
high as 3,600° R in the pref~ght high-temperature jet of the I&ngley
Pilotless Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va.

SYMBOLS . .

%7 specific heat of material, Btu/lb-OR

G air gap, ft ..“-
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Subscripts:

1,2,3,4,5

a,b,c

Mach number

total heat flux at a station, Btu/(sec)(sq ft)

temperature of material, OR

stagnation temperature of stream at jet center line, ‘R

time beginning when model reaches jet center line, sec
.

leading edge

position of temperature measuring station behind leading
edge, fraction of chord length

sweepback of fin leadlng edge, deg

density of material, lb/cu ft

thichess of material, ft

temperature measuring stations

layers of material, a being outside lsyer, b middle
layer, and c being inside layer

MODELS

The basic plan form chosen for this investigation was a trapezoidal
fin that was fabricated from the same cast leading edges and the ssme
magnesium plates currently being used to make booster fins. The leading ,
edge was swept back 170 and the leading-edge half-wedge angle was 5.5°.
As shown in figure 1, six models (models 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8) were of
the basic trapezoidal plsm fo~, tiel 4 had a change in the sweep of
the trailing edge, ati model 5 was built with the leading edge swept
back 450. Models 1 smd 6 had hexagonal airfoil sections with sharp
trailing edges snd the other moiels had slab airfoil sections behind
the leading-edge wedge.

All the models were built with similar magnesium load-csrrying
structures to which protective layers of lnconel and stainless steel
were added in various errsngemen-ts. Leading-edge and trai~ng-edge
wedge sections were made”of cast magnesium. Flat sections were fabricated
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from 3/16-inch-thickmagnesium plate. Details of the protective coverings
applied to the models are as follows: L

Models 1 and 6: A part of the leading-edge wedges of these mode~
was wrapped with l/32-inch-tick Inconel which was held in place with
l/8-inch-dismeterrivets. In order to decrease the heat transfer between
the Inconel and the magnesium, a piece of 0.008-inch-thick Fiberglas cloth
was inserted between the metal surfaces of model 6.

Mdels 2 and 3: The leading-edge regions of these models were
protected with l/32-inch-thick Inconel in the same manner as mcdel 1
except for changes in rivet spacing. The Inconel was held on model 3
by one rivet, near midspan, and aholder at the root which permitted
spanwise movement and prevented chordwise movement of the Inconel cover.

Model 4: The leading-edge wedge of this model extended to the
trailing edge end was completely covered with l/32-inch-thick Inconel
that was held in place by l/8-inch-dismeter steel rivets spaced about
as shown in figure l(d).

Model 5: A layer of l/32-inch-thick Inconel was wrapped around
the leading edge in the same manner as for models 1, 2, and 6.

Model 7: A l/32-inch-thick piece of Inconel was wrapped around the
leading edge and extended rearward to cover all the leading-edge wedge.
The Inconel end magnesium surfaces were separated by a piece of
0.008-inch-thickFiberglas cloth. Additional protection was obtained
by wrapping a second lsyer of thicker Inconel (0.OX in.) around the
leading edge. A layer of 0.003-inch-thickaluminum oxide was applied
to the exposed magnesium on one side of this fin.

.-
—.

b’ —

a

Model 8: All the side magnesium surfaces of this model were pro-.
tected from high-temperatureflow. A piece of l/32-inch-thick Znconel
was wrapped around the leading edge and extended rearward past the
~-percent chord line where it overlapped apiece of l/64-inch-thick
stainless steel that had been wrapped around the trailing edge. As for
model 7, additional protect3.onwas obtained by wrapping a second layer
of O.0~-inch-thick Inconel around the leading edge.

On all models the magnesium structure at the fin tip had no pro-
tective covering. The leading-edge radius was 1/16 inch for all the
models tested, except for model 7, which had a leading-edge radius of’
0.121 inch, and model 8, which had a leallng-edge radius of 0.113 inch.

The weight penalty incurred by the protective co@rings increased
as the covering became more exiensive. A 3.7-square-footfin without v
protection weighed 14.0 pounds, or 4.0 pounds per sqw”e foot. With

v
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protection like that used on models 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 the fin weighed
4.3 pounds per
fin weight was

5

square foot and with the protection used on model 7 the
increased to 5.2 pounds per squsre foot.

INSTRUMENWTION

Temperatures were measured at desired locations in the models with
two different t~s of thermocouples: platinum-13 -percent-platinum-
rhodium and chromel-al.umelthermocouples. Choice of thermocouples
depended upon the maximum temperature expected at the station of appli-
cation. Thermocoupleswere spot welded to the inside surfaces of the
hconel and stainless-steelpieces and were puddle welded into the
magnesium surfaces.

The thermocouples were placed as close as practicable to the fin
chord line that coincided with the center line of the jet when the mcdel
was in the testing position. This wsa done because the jet conditions
varied across the streem with the most severe conditions occurring at
the center line. Several models had thermocouples distributed spsawise
at about l/2-inch intervals along the leading edge.

Motion pictures of the model and of an
from one side and from overhead during each
128 frames per second.

TESTS

electric clock were taken
test at approximately

The investigationwas conducted by e~osing the models at zero angle
pf attack in the 12-inch~emeter preflight high-temperature jet at a
l&ch nuniberof 2.0. Each model was mounted on a stend that would insert
it into the jet once the desired flow conditions had been established.
Ten inches of the I&inch span of each model were exposed in the jet,
including the tip. The models were withdrawn frcunthe jet at predeter-
mined times or after demage to the fin was observed. me motion of the
stemd waa such that a model traversed about one-half’the diameter of the
set stresmwhi.lebeing rotated to the test @sition and while being with-
drawn. Approximately 0.4 second was spent traversing the jet stresm in
either direction.

The temperature varied across the diameter of the jet during these
tests, the maximum temperature occurring near the center line, as dis-
cussed in reference 1.
center-line temperature

Calculated stream conditions based upon the
immediately upstream of the model position are
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presented in figwie 2.””A more detailed de=&ription OF ‘~heope~ation ~fid ~
characteristics of the high-temperature jet-is presented in reference 1.

The Jet was operated so that the stream static iresstie at the Jet
efit was 0.78 times the ambient pressure. ““Thisre=ui~ed in a total
presswe of 9,780 pounds per”sqtie”foo;”behind the detached shock wa%es
which formed “&eailof the 17° sweptback:le&dingedges--ofthe models. ““k
eqiiivalentpresqyre would be gbtained in free flight-at l.k,chnu@ers of
2.6 and 4.o at ~titu@esof 20,000 feet and 40,~O”feet, respectively.

Since the jet static pressure”was’~ess”thag @bient”press~e, sh~ck
di~onds were foaed near the exit &d extefideddti~re&m to intersect
on the jet center line about 2 inches (0.2~”chord)behind the leadi~””
edge of the fins swept back 170 and 2 inches ahead of:the leading edge
of the fin swept back 45°. -.

During these teste most of the models remained in the jet until
physical damage to the materials was observed. The p~sical condition
of model 1 before the-test and after 8 seconds in”.3he_Jetat a sta~a-
tiontempergture of about 3,500° Ris shown in figures 3(a) and j(b),
res$ctively. ,. ... --.

Time histories of the temperatures measured on tke ?nodeb”tested-
.:

in this investigation ~e.presented in fi~es 4 to ~ .&agnation
temperat.mes for each.test.sre included in the””(a)”p~t. of.each fig’&~
Stagriationtemperatures-below2,~OO” R were rneastiedbn the jet center.
line; those above 2,700° R were obtained by extrapolating temperatures
meas~ed in the.cooler regions of the jet off the center line (ref. 1).
Whenever available the temperatures of the basic ma~esium structure
and intermediate layers of protective coverings at the sane station are
included with ternperdwres of the.outside protective covering. The time
histories’are.preq.entedW ~he.tirneof therrnogdupleormti.e.lfailure.

.... —

..RESULTSANP”!XUXLATIONS ......”.
..- ..

,:,,..~ ....1.-.=..7,..c-=r.,.,..:-.T-- .=+.+-.

..s3mPle.E.@2w-mg5. .pr;i:i-::n.:(&=s”l”G”5) ““...
,. .... ~,..... . . .~.- .-.-.+ !.:--,-.: . . .. .

As indicated by the qualitative results of reference 1, wrapping ’the
le+diq&-edge.regi-onyith .3/32=$nch-thickIiqQqe~.wqsQ..veryeffective---..,....-?...
scheme-for,pr~otec.tlngthe ~~e.s~~’.struct~~,,frprn.t.h~=e~<<c”ti..of.sev.ere
aerodynamic heating. A similar”protectivearrangement was used during
the present investigation on models 1 2, 3 and 5. The thermocouple
measurements presented in figures 4(a~, 5(a\, and 6(a) show a large dif-
ference between the temperature of the Inconel covering at the leading
edge and the temperature of the adjacent magnesium structure. A smalier,
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d
but still significant, temperature difference wea measured on the wedge
section behind the leading edge (station x/c = 0.133) of m~el 1 ,

U (fig. 4(b)).
--,

Destruction of model 1, which was tested under more severe condi-
tions than models 2 and 3, is attributed to fsAlure of the Inconel cover
at the fin leading edge at about 2.0 seconds:” Measured temp&atures at
the leading edge, while not constant along the span because of the stag-
nation temperature g@.ient across the $et, indicate temperatures higher
than the melting temperat~e of Inconel (2,960° R) at two stations. TheSe
extraordinarilyhigh temperatures could possibly hate-been caused by
oxidation of the Inconel at 10CSJ.spots on the leading edge. Juqt before
the leading-edge cover failed, it was observed that the sharp trailing
edge started to melt at several locations neer the jet center line.

At the end of the test the temperature of the magnesium at the
leading edge of models 1 ta 3 had increased to more then 1,300° R. (Mag-
nesium melts at about 1,660° R.] Temperature of the exposed magnesium
farther to the rear of these models approached the melting temperature,
particularly on models 2 and 3, which lasted longer them mcdel 1. The
first dsmage observed on these two models was surface melting of the
exposed magnesium at about 2.0 seconds. Burning was observed on model 2

4 at about 4.6 seconds and on model 3 at about 3.5 seconds at the places
where surface melting was observed. (According to ref. 2, under the
conditions of these tests, magnesium can ignite at temperatures near the

k melting temperature.) Some free oxygen, as listed in table I, was present
during each test and varied with stagnation temperature as shown in
reference 1.

The protective covering at the leading edge of model 4 was identical
to that on mcdel.s1, 2, and 3 but extended all the way to the trailing
edge. Similsr to model 1, model 4 was subjected to more severe test con-
ditions than models 2 end 3. The stagnation temperature of this test was
about the same as that for model 1 and the temperature measured on the
Inconel leading edge (fig. 7(a)) increased at about the same rate as the
higher temperature measurements at the leading edge of model 1. The
temperature at this one measuring station had not reached the melting
point of Inconel when the Inconel cover was observed to fail along the
leading edge as in the case of model 1. !IMs indicated that the tempera-
ture at stations away from the measuring station were probably higher
than the melting temperature,.

Temperatures were also measured
in figure 7(b). On the near side of

idong the wedge of model 4, as shown
the fin the magnesium structure in
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a Plug aPProsmately 1.5 inches in diameter was removed to the airfoil
chord plane. A thermocouplewaa attached at the center of the Inconel
covering the cavity. Thermocoupleswere also placed in the Inconel and
adjacent _esium at the correspondinglocation on the far side of the
fin. Comparison of the near-side temperature measurements with the
somewhat limited far-side measurements indicates the lsrge smount of
heat that can be conducted from a hot piece of Ihconel to the eil~acent
magnesium in a simple structure.-.

A simple leading-edge protective covering was also used on model 5,
which had the leading edge swept back 45°. Streetwise structural details
remained the ssme as those on the previous models (except model 4), since
the increase in sweep of the leading edge was obtained by shearing the
wing sections in planes ald.nedwith the free-stresm direction.

Temperatures measured at the leading edge dur~ the test, which
was conducted at a stagnation temperature of about 3,400° R, increased
only a little less rapidly them the temperaturesmeasured during the
tests of models 1 to 4, thus roughly indicating that the ssme smount of
heat was transferred from the stream to the leading edges of models with
170 and 45° of sweepback. However, it should be noted that the leading
edge of model 5 WS in the flow region downstream of the tunnel-exit-
shock intersectionpoint instead of upstre.~ as.were the leading edges
of models 1 to 4. Thus, the decrease in heat transfer that would be
expected frcwnan increase in sweepback angle was probably offset by the
more severe stream conditions imposed on the leading edge of model 5.
Temperaturesmeasured in the exposed magnesium at the midchord position
were about the same as temperatures at the same position and comparable
timeson other models in this group.

First dsmage to the fin was observed at about 1.9 seconds when sur-
face melting on the magnesium behind the Inconel cover occurred. Near
the time of model destruction the unprotected magnesium at the tip (nesr
the leading edge) was observed to ignite. Shortly thereafter, at about
3.2 seconds, the magnesium (where surface melting was first observed)
began to burn ad the fin failed. .

FYom the tests of models 1 to ~ it cti be seen that the simple
leading-edge protection did protect the adjacent magnesium surfaces. It
was also seen that the protection was just-sufficient-for the test-condi-
tions; that is, for the more severe tests, models 1 and 4, the Inconel
failed from overheatingbefore the protected magnesium had attained
melting teqerature. For less severe tests, mcdels 2, 3, and 5, the model
lasted a little longer but still.failed when the unprotected ._esium
behind the leading edge ignited. .-

..&-

*
-..

w
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Modified Simple Leeding-Edge Protection (~del 6)

order to investigate the effects of using an insulator to decrease
the transfer of heat fr& the hot protective cov=rings to the adjacent
magnesium structure, a model identical to mcdel 1 was built with one
layer of 0.008-inch-thick Fiberglas cloth seprating the Inconel from the
magnesium. Temperature time histories obtained during the test of this
model’at only slightly lower stagnation temperatures than those attained
during the test of model lere presented in figure 9. At the leading
edge and at station x/c = 0.133 (along the wedge) the temperature rise
in the magnesium was only about 35 percent smd 27 percent, respectively,
that of model 1 titer about 1.5 seconds (time of failure of m~el 6).
Other evidence that more heat was retained in the Inconel was ohtatied
from high-speed motion pictures of the test, which showed that the Inconel
cover on mmiel 6 heated sooner and failed sinner than the cover on model 1.
This meant that the temperature of the cover on model 6 reached melting
temperature first, even though the only temperature measured on the cover
of model 6 was well below the melting temperature; the measured tempera-
ture at the corresponding location on model lwas also less them the
melting temperature of Wconel at the time of model failure. This dif-
ference probably resulted from local flow nonuniformities in the jet.
Thus, for the conditions imposed, it can be seen that reducing the trans-
fer of heat to the magnesium structure shortened the useful llfe of the
Inconel cover.

Temperatures of the exposed magnesium at midchord on model 6 were
about the same as those on model 1 at comparable times, but the tempera-
te at the trailing edge increased faster and had exceeded l,~” R at
the end of the test. FYom the films of the test it was observed that
the magnesium near the thermocouple installation on the sharp trailing
edge started to melt at about the time the Ihonel leading-edge cover
failed. I

Double-Wrapped Leeding Edge (Model 7)

In an effort to obtain protection for the magnesium structure that
would have greater duration, model 7 was designed. This model was some-
what similer to mdel 6 except the l/32-inch-thick Inconel cover and the
layer of Fiberglas were extended rearward to completely cover the leadlng-
edge wedge where models 2, 3, and 5 experienced initial difficulties.
In order to provide additional protection at the leading edge, where
models 1, 4, and 6 had experienced initial failures, en additional cover
of O.0~-inch-thick Inconel was wrapped around the leading edge.

This model was tested twice at stagnation temperatures near 2,500° R,
considerably lower than the stagnation temperatures of the tests pre-
viously discussed, once for 4 seconds and again for 10 seconds. Measured
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temperatures as shown in figures 10 and 11 were of about the sane magni.
tude in both tests. The temperature of the_magnesium under the Inconel
cotetisfemained low &l.1during the tests. Even at the”end of the u ““

10-second test the-temperature of the magnesium at the leading edge had
only increased 400° R. —

Temperatures measured in the magnesium resrward of the Inconel covers
(fig. U.(c)) show that the magnesium; particularly at the most rearward
station,”was approaching its melting temperature at the end.of the
10-second test; and inspection of the model after this test showed that
local magnesium surface melting had occurred at this station. On the
other side of the fin, where a layer of aluminum oxide about 0.003 inch
thick covered the magnesium surface, temperatures measured in the magne-
siumat comparable stations and local surface melting were about the
same.

lhilly Clad ELII (Model 8)

Results of the tests of the other models showed that model failure
was precipitated either by failure of the simple Inconel covers at the
leading edge or by melting, and possibly burning, of the exposed magne-
sium surfaces along the sides of the fins. ~ese apparent weak spots

v

were reinforced on mcdel 8 by placing protective coverings over the
entire side areas of the fin, l/32-inch-thick Inconel on the forward
section and l/6k-inch-thick stainless steel on the rear section. Addi-

U

tional protection at the leading edge was obtained by adding a short-
chord cover of 0.050~inch-thick Inconel sound the leading edge.

... -

The model was”tested to destruction with the jet=t a s@gnation
temperature of about 3,400° R. This model lasted for more than 8 seconds
which was much longer than other mcxielslasted at this stagnation-
temperature leyel and almost as long as mcdel 7 which suffered some
damage after 10 seconds at a stagnation temperature of_only 2,400° R.

-.

Most of the protective covering on model 8 became red hot after 3 seconds
in the jet, but the temperature of the magnesiu under the covering
remained relatively low (fig. 12). The temperature measurements obtained
during the test of this model are presented In figure i2 to illustrate
the effectiveness”of”the protective coverings applied at the different
locations.

It was observed that the destruction of
by failure of the-outer Inconel cover at the-
center line.

the model was precipitated
leading edge near the jet
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Relative Ei?fectivenessof Rotective Covers

Results of tests of three models (1, 6, and 8) which were’tested
at nearly the same stagnation temperatures, are presented in figure 13
to illustrate the relative effectiveness of three types of protective
coverings used. Compsring the temperatures measured on the magnesium
under the coverings at the leading edge and at station Xjc = 0.133
along the wedge shows that the double-wrapped protection of model 8 gave
more Protection, particularly at the leading edge, than the modified
simple leading-edge protection of model 6 and the simple leading-edge
protection of model 1. Also, by comparing results of models 1 and 6,
it csm be seen how effective the layer of Fiberglas inserted between
the Inconel cover and the magnesium on model 6 was in decreasing the
temperatures of”the protected magnesium. The protection given by the
dotile-wrapped leading edge of mdel 8 was so much better than that
given by the simple leading-edge protection of model 1 that at the
leading edge the temperature rise measured in the magnesium of model 1
was reduced 97 percent in model 8 at the time of failure of model 1.

Heat Flux

Some idea of the severity of these tests canbe obtained from the
time histories of the total heat flux to vsrious stations on models 3
and 8 presented in figure 14. Maximum values shown are about the ssme
as those calculated for the most severe heating conditions encountered
by fin-stabilized flight models. me values of heat flux represent the
sum of the changes in heat cantent in each layer of fin mterial at a
particular station. The chsmges in heat content of each layer were
obtained by assuming that the measured temperature of each layer repre-
sented the average through the layer. Thus, the heat-flux values calcu-
lated for the models with the thickest protective coverings (like model 8)
can be expected to be somewhat low, since they are the ones most influ-
enced by the temperature difference obtained through Inconel because of
its poor heat-conducting properties.

The difference in magnitudes of the leading-edge heat flux for
models 3 and 8 can also be partly attributed to the larger-leadin~-e~ge
diameter of model 8 which decreased the magnitude of the aerodyn~c
heat-transfer coefficient.

Test-stagnation temperatures, protective coverings, and results of
the tests of the eight mcde~ are summerized in table I.
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Experimentally determined values of total heat flux were used to
c.

calculate the size of the effective gaps between each layer. Assumptions
made to perform the calculations are as follows: (1) heat was trans-
ferred across air gaps by conduction only, (2) the temperature of the
air in a gap was taken as the average temperature of the surfaces bounding
a gap~ ~d (3) no temperat~e ~~ient existed through the Inconel or in
the magnesium. Equations used to calculate the size of the gaps were

&(%ja - %,b) - &~’%,b - %,c) = %,b’w,b%,b ‘%$
a-

Kb.c
(%

ATW c

%-c
,b - %,,) = %, C’V,CcV,= A:

All three equations were used when calculating temperatures in a model
with two protective layers like those on models 7 and 8. When only one
protective layer was considered, the synibolswith subscript c were
omitted.

Sizes of the effective gaps were established by solving these equa-
tions with assumed values for gap size until values were found that
resulted in temperatwe-time histories in the layers that agreed well
with experimental results. Sizes of calculated effective gaps are pre-
sented in the following table:

Model Ga-b, in. ~-c, in. IOcation

2 0.0400 ------ Leading edge

3 .0400 ------ Leading edge
.0100 ------ Leading edge

? ● 0035 0● 0100 Leadingedge
8 .0033 .0100 Leading edge
8 .(2033 .ool~ x/c = 0.133

w

*
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It may be noted that these values are all greater than the minimum aver-
age air gap to be expected between two metalJAc surfaces, 0.~5 inch,
as given in reference 3. As indicatedby the numbers in the table, the[
largest gaps can be expected when the radius of curvature is smallest.

Calculated temperatures of the two lsyers of protective covering
and of the magnesium at the leading edge of model 8 as made with the gap
sizes listed in the preceding table sre compsred in figure 15 with the
measured temperatures. It shouldbe noted that the agreement between
the temperature curves was god to the time the calculations were
terminated.

The effect of’gap magnitude on the temperatures calculated for
model 3 can be seen in figure 16. Calculated temperatures for gaps of
0.02 inch snd 0.08 inch are compsred with the temperatures calculated
for a gap of 0.04 inch, which showed good agreement with experiment.
Increasing the gap raised the temperature of the Inconel cover and
decreased the temperature of the magnesium. Decreasing the gap had an
opposite effect. A comparison of these calculated temperatures shows
that a factor of 2 difference in gap magnitude caused temperature chsmges
as much as 270° R in the magnesium snd 40° R in the Inconel at a time of
2.25 seconds.

CONCLUSIONS

Eight magnesium fins with various protective coverings designed to
alleviate aerodynamic-heatingeffects have been tested in a high-
temperature jet at a Mach number of 2.0. Results of nine tests at stag-
nation temperatures up to 3J6000 R indicate the following conclusions:

1. Wrapping bconel around the fin leading edges protected the
ad~acent magnesium structure to the melting temperature of the Inconel
covering. For less severe tests the fin lasted longer but the e~osed
ma~esium surfaces behind the kconel covering ignited.

2. Increasing the protective covering at the leading edge and
extending protection over the exposed magnesium surfaces made the basic
magnesium fin as much as four times * durable at stagnation temperatures
as high as 3,400° R.
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3. Inserting a piece of’Fiberglas between the Inconel cover and the
magnesium appeared to decrease materially the smount of heat transferred ..
from the Inconel to the magnesium.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics;

Langley Field, Vs., Septeniber30, 1957.
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